Teddy Shake Announces That New Images Of Silk Hawaiian Leis
Are In Production
After a fantastic first quarter of sales, Teddy Shake announced today that new images
of their best-selling silk Hawaiian leis are currently in the works, and should be
launched on their Amazon listing by summer.
After a fantastic first quarter of sales, Teddy Shake announced today that new images of their
best-selling silk Hawaiian leis are currently in the works, and should be launched on their Amazon
listing by summer.Miami, United States - April 14, 2017 /PressCable/ -Teddy Shake first launched their latest product, the silk Hawaiian leis, just three months ago. First
quarter figures are now in, and sales far exceeded projections made by the company. As the busy
wedding and graduation season approaches, Teddy Shake announced today that they are working
on new product photos to be featured on their Amazon.com listing.
"What an amazing launch to our newest product - our silk Hawaiian leis," exclaimed Teddy Shake
spokesperson Bailey Anderson. "We have loved to see how excited customers have been about our
leis. They love the colors, the quality of the silk flowers, and love that the leis are costing them just
fifty cents each! We have decided it is time for some new images of the leis, that feature people
wearing them at weddings or graduations, that better show generous size of the leis and their
vibrant colors. We are very excited for our customers to see them!" The new photos will be featured
on the Amazon.com listing for the Teddy Shake leis.
Each Teddy Shake lei measures a full thirty-six inches in length and is made of the highest quality
silk flowers that are soft and comfortable to wear.
One hundred percent of reviewers on Amazon have said they like their Teddy Shake silk leis. One
verified purchaser, Happy in the Valley, wrote a five-star review and said "'Tis the Second Day of
Spring! What do ya think I did on the first day? Had a Luau/ Spring themed party with family, friends,
and my new college friends from this Spring semester. This silk Hawaiian leis necklace garland set
is just what we needed to set the tone! The leis I ordered here are by far the best leis that I've come
across. Normally, the leis flowers are super thin and toilet-paper-like, to where one simple grab can
ruin your leis. Not these bad boys. They've held up to water games in the pool (Marco-Polo, run
chicken run, etc.) and they have like a plastic tubing surrounding the necklace for extra stability. It
seems that a lot of thought and preparation went into making a more efficient leis garland. I also like
the fact that this set really does come in assorted colors. Some say they come assorted, but when
you open the bag, it's mostly a bunch of the same color stuck together like no effort went in to mix
them up in an assortment. With this set, I was able to assign different players in the pool to
mini-teams using the vast array of colors available in my set. Very satisfied in my purchase."
The Teddy Shake silk Hawaiian leis are sold in packages of six and currently priced for $19.99. Free
shipping is available through Amazon.com.
About Teddy Shake: "Desiring to make the world more vibrant and playful, we at Teddy Shake work
everyday to ensure you have the best Hawaiian flower leis on Earth. With rich, vibrant colors and
silky tones, we put our hawaiian leis through massive Research and Development tests to make
sure your luau party never stops, and your ideal mood is always realized."
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